9. EXISTENCE

Summary and general remarks. Frege’s concept of existence as non-emptiness is first presented (9.1). Next, it is shown that such an approach to existence is but a clarification of what Gilson calls the “Avicennian” or “essentialist” tendency in western metaphysics (9.2). The chapter concludes with a brief reference to the place of being in the world of concepts (9.3).

9.1 Exposition

In BG Frege does not understand particular affirmative sentences as implying existence. Such sentences are read not only “Some M’s are P’s” but also “It is possible that an M be a P”.¹ But perhaps because in the realm of extra-temporal things (Frege’s concern) there is no difference between possibility and being,² he later dropped that difference, and he understood particular affirmative sentences as implying existence³ (“there is at least one . . .”).

Concerning universal affirmative sentences, Frege in BG and GRL⁴ had already practically implied that they do not entail existence. This is formally stated afterwards in GRG I⁵ and is subsequently justified in a letter to Husserl.⁶

In his earlier writings Frege maintains that the logical symbolism should express existence; thus in UZBG Frege objects to Boole’s lack of Existentialutelle. In his earlier writings Frege has a philosophy of existence. In GRL as well, Frege’s ideas on existence are characterized by the two following traits. (1) Existence is a predicate of predicates⁷ (a second intention), i.e., existence is the fact that a concept “has” at least one individual; existence is non-emptiness of predicates. (2) The lack of contradiction does not imply existence.⁸

Frege’s ideas on unsaturatedness will oblige him to understand point (1) in a very special sense. According to him, it may be shown, but not said, that a first-level property has the property of not being empty.⁹

In a later period he coins a good neologism to designate the kind of existence to which he is referring, “Esgiebexistenz”.¹⁰ It is the existence expressed by sentences of the form “there is a . . .”, where the name of a concept should be introduced.¹¹

9.2 Gilson’s history of ontology and Frege’s concept of existence

Thinkers from other provinces of the philosophical world will probably protest against Frege’s viewing existence as a predicate of predicates, as a second intention which belongs only to the realm of ens rationis. But actually little is new in Frege’s conception of existence, and one may show that it enjoys a most respectable metaphysical past.

Gilson stresses that there have been two metaphysics or two ontological traditions, one, of essence, the other, of actus essendi.¹² Gilson’s meaning is correctly rendered – in my view – if one says that his dualism corresponds (is correlated) to the fact that for him the data (taken into account here) are two: essence and existence.

But perhaps this is a bad starting point, for one may ask where the dimension singularity–universality is to be found in that pair of concepts (essence and existence). Probably it will be found that “essence” (ousia, res, . . .) is still ambiguous concerning that dimension.

It would be more adequate to add a third factor to Gilson’s essence and existence, namely, the suppositum.¹³ Even without considering the relation between existence and each of the other two terms, one may at least affirm that the latter are located at different levels of Porphyry’s tree (UO). This will facilitate the understanding of the “dualism” pointed out by Gilson in the ontological tradition, for it will appear that Gilson’s characterization of both metaphysical tendencies cannot be sufficiently appreciated unless the dimension singularity–universality is taken into account.

In fact, while Gilson’s presentation of the views stressing the actus essendi may be easily grasped¹⁴, this is not the case with respect to his presentation of the opposite trend.¹⁵ But the latter suddenly becomes as clear as the former if one remembers Frege’s concept of existence. Frege’s view on existence requires a distinction of concepts and objects clearer than is usually the case in Aristotelian metaphysics.¹⁶

According to Gilson the origin of the “essentialist” tradition can be
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traced back to the Avicennian formula *esse accidit essentiae.*\textsuperscript{17} Here "accidit" has that peculiar sense which the Aristotelian tradition was obliged to introduce in order to deal with those higher predicates about which Aristotle himself gave no information. "*x accidit y*" means that *x* is not a mark of the property *y*, but a property of it.\textsuperscript{18} This "accidit" has a primarily negative sense: to exclude from the set of marks (of a given concept) such higher predicates as *esse*, *universale*, and so on.\textsuperscript{19} Gilson himself commends the "triplex respectus essentiae" as a means of better understanding the Avicennian formula "*esse accidit essentiae*."\textsuperscript{20} And the whole "essentialist" tradition is but a reiteration of that exclusion of higher predicates: *existence is not a predicate*\textsuperscript{21} (i.e., existence is not a mark of a first-level predicate).

Thus, it becomes plausible that the "essentialist" tradition considered by Gilson has viewed *esse* as a higher predicate. Here one should recognize the importance of the introduction of the dimension singularity-universality into our basic data. What Avicenna or Duns Scotus have in mind is that there is an *x* such that *x* falls under the concept *F*; they mean that "it happens" (accidit) to the concept *F* to have an individual. This is, in our interpretation, the meaning of *esse accidit essentiae*: existence as non-emptiness. This is also, of course, existence as a second intention, *Esgiebtexistenz.*\textsuperscript{22} Such a view of existence is also familiar to Gilson himself,\textsuperscript{23} although it may be presumed that he is not inclined to appreciate as "ontologically relevant" this sort of existence. What metaphysical relevancy may a second intention have? Is there not an "infinite abyss"\textsuperscript{24} between first- and second-level predicates? But these questions, in my view, could be spared if Frege's -- instead of Avicenna's -- theory of predication were assumed.

Incidentally, to think of existence as a property of properties, is not necessarily platonism, as Brentano's impressive anti-platonism manifesto would suggest.\textsuperscript{25} In reply to this manifesto (as was already pointed out\textsuperscript{26}), one should observe that some anti-platonisms are mere victims of traditional predication theory.

Whereas Gilson is inclined to consider the "essentialist" tradition as a sort of decadence\textsuperscript{28}, Carnap sees an "Überwindung der Metaphysik"\textsuperscript{29} in something which is, at most, a better formulation of that "essentialist" tradition.

Anscombe-Geach [1] is a remarkable contribution "towards reunion in philosophy" in so far as they point to the possibility of complementing Frege's *Esgiebtsein* with the *actus essendi.*\textsuperscript{30} Ontology, as Gilson teaches, has had both views for a long time; Frege has contributed to the clarification of one of them, clarifying thereby their mutual relation as well.\textsuperscript{31}

Finally, let us consider an important example. Both Kant and Frege\textsuperscript{32} reject the ontological argument, the former because existence is not a predicate and the latter because it is a second-level predicate. Now, these two reasons are not so different if one considers that Kant actually means that existence is not a first-level predicate.\textsuperscript{33} As was mentioned, levels of predicates were banished from modern philosophy.\textsuperscript{34}

9.3 'Utrum ens sit summum genus'

On the basis of Gilson's research plus Frege's clarification of the Avicennian approach, other subjects could be investigated, for instance the problem of existential import.\textsuperscript{35}

Frege's predication theory allows one to make an interesting analysis of traditional problems, such as the question serving as title to the present section. In fact, in Aristotelian standards this question seems to be reduced to asking whether in the UO order there is a unique last element, because what other ordering relation (for concepts) could be found in those standards? If philosophers actually had in mind other relations (say, *praedicatio notionalis*\textsuperscript{36}), these relations were necessarily isolated from UO as belonging to another world (the world of *ens rationis*). Only in Frege's approach may these relations be fearlessly dealt with, and in a way which does not necessitate committing oneself either to platonism or to anti-platonism.\textsuperscript{37} Now it is obvious that in Frege's approach the question "utrum ens sit summum genus" becomes ambiguous with respect to the term "summum", because more than one relation between two concepts is available. To think of *being* as "the most general concept" was, already in 1884, not a *Vorurteil*\textsuperscript{38} but a meaningless question, for it was not duly specified in which sense "most" was to be understood.
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